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Abstract
In this paper, a novel transcoding algorithm for the Selectable
Mode Vocoder (SMV) and the G.723.1 speech coder is pro-
posed. In contrast to the conventional tandem transcoding al-
gorithm, the proposed algorithm converts the parameters of one
coder to the other without going through the decoding and en-
coding process. The proposed algorithm is composed of four
parts: the parameter decoding, Line Spectral Pair (LSP) conver-
sion, pitch period conversion and rate selection. The evaluation
results show that the proposed algorithm achieves equivalent
speech quality to that of tandem transcoding with reduced com-
putational complexity and delay.

1. Introduction
Today, there exists a variety of wire and wireless communica-
tion networks in which different speech coding standards are
adopted. With the availability of Internet growing, the Voice
over Internet Protocol (VoIP) service across various networks
and the interoperability of different communication networks
are becoming a concern. Since each network uses a differ-
ent speech coder, one is not compatible with others. To ad-
dress this problem, a transcoding algorithm, which is to con-
vert the encoded bit stream of one speech coder into that of
the other, is required. In this paper, a transcoding algorithm
for Selectable Mode Vocoder (SMV)[2] and G.723.1[1] speech
coder is proposed. The SMV is a new speech coding standard
for CDMA2000 system. On the other hand, G.723.1 speech
coder is currently widely used for VoIP service. Generally, a
simple solution to the compatibility problem is to decode the
bit stream of one coder and then encode the generated speech
using the other speech coder. This method is called tandem
transcoding and is associated with a number of problems such
as the degradation of speech quality and the increases in compu-
tational complexity and delay. These problems can be alleviated
by the proposed transcoding algorithm which converts the pa-
rameters of one coder to the other without going through the
decoding and encoding processes. This paper proposes a novel
transcoding algorithm for SMV and G.723.1 speech coder via
direct parameter transformation. In [4]-[6], transcoding algo-
rithms for other combination of speech coders are evaluated.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the SMV and G.723.1 speech coders. In Section 3
and Section 4, the proposed transcoding algorithm is described
in detail. Section 5 evaluates the performance of the proposed
method. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. SMV and G.723.1 Speech Coders
2.1. G.723.1 Speech Coder

G.723.1 speech coder operates at two bit rates, 5.3 and 6.3
kbit/s. The coder takes 16 bit linear PCM sampled at 8kHz
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ut. The length of each speech frame is 30 ms which cor-
ds to 240 samples. Input speech of each frame is first
ass filtered and then divided into 4 subframes of 60 sam-
ach. For every subframe, a 10th order linear prediction
ients (LPC) are computed. The linear predictive analysis

es a look-ahead of 7.5 ms long. The LPC set for the last
me is quantized using the Predictive Split Vector Quan-
PSVQ) and transmitted. The unquantized LPC sets are
o obtain the perceptually weighted speech signal. For ev-
o subframes, the open-loop pitch analysis is performed in
main of the weighted speech signal. Then, the adaptive
ook (ACB) and fixed codebook (FCB) are searched on a
me basis. In the ACB search, the closed-loop pitch period
CB gain are computed using the open-loop pitch period
e 5th order pitch predictor. Finally, the non-periodic com-
t of the excitation is approximated using the fixed code-
. All processes except FCB search are the same for two
ing rates. For the high rate, the Multi-pulse Maximum
hood Quantization (MP-MLQ), and for the low rate, the
raic Code-Excited Linear Prediction (ACELP) are used in
B search, respectively.

he G.723.1 speech coder employs the silence compression
e to reduce average bit rate by an external option. This
e includes a voice activity detection (VAD) algorithm and
fort noise generation (CNG) algorithm. G.723.1 detects a
e interval of speech using VAD and encodes those speech
s with a very low bit rate, which is lower than 5.3kbps,
CNG algorithm.

MV Speech Coder

MV operate at four different rates: 8.55, 4.0, 2.0, and 0.8
These rates are called Rate 1, 1/2, 1/4, and 1/8 respec-
In addition, SMV has 4 network-controlled operating

. The different modes allow a tradeoff between average
ate (ADR) and speech quality. A 20ms frame of speech
sampled at 8kHz, which corresponds to 160 samples, is
sed at one of four rates. A rate for each frame is deter-
by a rate-determination algorithm (RDA). The rate selec-
based on the frame classification of each frame (voiced
, unvoiced speech, background noise, stationarity, etc.)
ntrolled by the SMV mode.

he SMV speech coder encodes the input speech as fol-
First, the input speech is pre-processed. The pre-

sing includes the silence enhancement, high-pass filter-
oise suppression, and adaptive tilt compensation. Sec-
rame processing that includes LPC analysis, open-loop
search, signal modification, and classification are per-

d . The LPC analysis is performed three times for each
and each analysis uses a different weighting window.

one LPC set by the analysis with the window centered
last quarter of the frame is converted to LSP, quantized
nsmitted. Other sets are used for other processing such as
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Figure 1: Block diagram of transcoding algorithm from SMV to
G.723.1

generation of the weighted speech and the frame classification.
For LPC analysis, a lookahead of 10ms is needed. For every
half frame, the open-loop pitch period is computed using the
weighted speech signal. In the signal modification procedure,
the weighted speech is warped to match the pitch contour cal-
culated from open-loop pitch period. In the classification, the
current frame is classified as either silence, noise-like unvoiced,
unvoiced, onset, non-stationary voiced or stationary voiced and
one of 4 possible rates is selected for that frame, according to
the mode and the frame class. In addition, every frame selected
as Rate 1 or Rate 1/2 is declared as Type 0 or Type 1. The Type
1 frames are frames of stationary voiced speech, while frames
of Type 0 are all other types of speech. Type 1 frames assign
more bits to FCB and less bits to ACB than Type 0 frames.
Third, depending on the rate, SMV calculates the excitation of
the synthesis filter differently. For Rate 1/4, the excitation sig-
nal is generated by a random number generator, multiplied by
a gain factor at each subframes of 2 ms, and then filtered by a
selected frequency-shaping filter. For Rate 1/8, the excitation
signal is also generated randomly and then multiplied by a sin-
gle gain for the frame. For Rate 1 and Rate 1/2, the calculation
of the excitation is based on the extend CELP (eX-CELP)[3].

3. Transcoding from SMV to G.723.1
3.1. General Description

The SMV and G.723.1 speech coder have different frame
length. Three frames of SMV corresponding to 60ms is trans-
lated to two frames of G.723.1. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram
of the proposed transcoding algorithm going from the SMV to
G.723.1. In the parameter decoding part, the parameters to be
transcoded are decoded from the input bit-stream of the SMV.
The parameters are LSP, pitch period for ACB and encoding rate
of the SMV. After the parameters are decoded, the transcoder
converts the LSP of the SMV into that of the G.723.1 using lin-
ear interpolation.

The Rate 1/8 of the SMV is available for frames classified
either as background noise or silence. Since the adaptive code-
vector represents the periodic characteristic of the speech, the
ACB search is not needed for the frame of G.723.1 correspond-
ing to the Rate 1/8 frame of SMV. In this rate, the proposed
algorithm performs only FCB search to obtain the excitation
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2: LSP conversion via linear interpolation (SMV →
.1)

for the LPC synthesis filter. In other rates, fixed and
ve codevector are converted one after another. Since the
.1 performs the silence compression by the external op-
r VAD/CNG option, the proposed algorithm also works in
ecial procedure including CNG by VAD/CNG option. If
ternal option indicates the use of the silence compression
e and the SMV operates in Rate 1/8, then the proposed
thm performs CNG. The reduction of processes for Rate
creases the computational complexity. The processes of
nversion for each parameters will be covered in detail in
llowing subsections.

SP conversion

proposed transcoding algorithm, the LSP of SMV is con-
to that of G.723.1 via linear interpolation. Each codec
different weighting window of different length in the

nalysis. The interpolation coefficients are selected by
ering these differences. Fig. 2 shows the weighting win-
sed in each codec and the linear interpolation used for
oding LSP of SMV into that of G.732.1. The LSP conver-

Fig. 2 can be written mathematically by

LSP G
K =

2

3
LSP SMV

L +
1

3
LSP SMV

L+1 (1)

LSP G
K+1 = LSP SMV

L+2 (2)

here LSP SMV
L and LSP G

K are the LSP of SMV and
.1 respectively and L and K are the frame index. In the
sed algorithm, LPC analysis and the conversion of LPC
SP are not required, while they are required in the tandem
oding. Because of this, the computational complexity is
d. The absence of a lookahead, which is essential for
nalysis, also reduces the algorithmic delay.

itch conversion

shows the procedure of the proposed pitch conversion al-
m. For every two subframes of G.723.1, the open-loop
period is linearly predicted from the previously estimated
loop pitch periods. The predicted pitch period is com-
with the closed-loop pitch period of SMV. If the dif-
e between both pitch periods is less than the threshold
the closed-loop pitch searched by SMV is determined as
en-loop pitch period of G.723.1. Otherwise, the open-
itch search of G.723.1 is performed to find more precise

period. This pitch conversion using linear prediction has
dvantages. First, it is possible to estimate the open-loop
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Figure 3: Block diagram of pitch conversion (SMV → G.723.1)

pitch period with much less computational complexity. While
the original open-loop pitch search of G.723.1 needs to calcu-
late the cross-correlation of the perceptual weighted speech and
detect its maximum value, the proposed pitch conversion only
needs a prediction of the pitch period and a comparison of the
predicted pitch period and the decoded pitch period of SMV.
Second, since the open-loop pitch is re-estimated when there
exists a large difference between the pitch periods obtained by
both speech coders, degradation of the speech quality can be
avoided.

4. Transcoding from G.723.1 to SMV
4.1. General Description

Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of the proposed transcoding al-
gorithm in the case of the transcoding from G.723.1 to SMV.
Overall structure in this case is similar to that of the transcoding
from SMV to G.723.1, however the details of each processing
are different. In addition, a simplified rate selection algorithm is
added to the structure, since SMV needs the selection of the en-
coding rate for every frame. The necessary parameters are LSP,
pitch period for ACB, ACB gain and FCB gain. In the parameter
decoding, the necessary parameters are decoded from the input
bit-stream of G.723.1 and the speech parameters for the simpli-
fied rate selection are calculated using the decoded parameters.
After LSP conversion and open-loop pitch conversion, the pro-
posed transcoding algorithm classifies the frame and selects the
rate and type of the frame using the simplified rate selection
algorithm. Finally, based on the selected rate and type, the ex-
citation for the synthesis filter is estimated. For Rate 1 and Rate
1/2, the open-loop pitch determined in pitch conversion is used
to search ACB. The FCB is searched as in the encoder of SMV.
For Rate 1/4 and Rate 1/8, the excitation signal is generated by
random number generator such as SMV.

4.2. LSP and Pitch conversion

In this case, the LSP conversion adopts the linear interpolation
similar to the case of the transcoding from SMV to G.723.1.
The linear interpolation in this LSP conversion is written by

LSP SMV
L =

7

24
LSP G

K−1 +
17

24
LSP G

K (3)

LSP SMV
L+1 =

2

3
LSP G

K +
1

3
LSP G

K+1 (4)

LSP SMV
L+2 = LSP G

K+2 (5)

In the pitch conversion, the algorithm proposed in the
transcoding from SMV to G.723.1 is not adopted. There are just
a linear interpolation of pitch periods for matching the subframe
of G.723.1 with the half frame of SMV. The adopted linear in-
terpolation is shown in Fig. 5 where P G

K [i] and P S
L [i] are the

pitch period of G.723.1 and SMV, respectively, L and K are the
frame index and i is the subframe index.
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ate selection

MV has to classify the input speech frame as one of 6 pos-
lasses and choose appropriate rate and type. But those
ses need various speech parameters that are calculated
he original input speech. To calculate the speech param-
rom not the input speech but the decoded parameters of
.1, we proposed a simplified rate selection algorithm. In
oposed algorithm, the number of frame classes is reduced
The classification of the reduced set of classes is shown
. 6. Based on the extensive simulations, it is known that
gain is closely related to the voice activity of the speech.
by comparing the smoothed ACB gain to the threshold
the frame can be classified as silence, unvoiced or voiced.
ition, it is also known that the variance of pitch periods
e in the silence and noisy frame while it is small in the
frame. Therefore the variance of pitch period is con-

d for the determination of speech and silence too. FCB
an also be exploited for the classification of the speech.
ain shows similar tendency to the voice activity of the
, however it is easily influenced by the noise. There-
CB gain is regarded with Noise-to Signal Ratio (NSR)
is calculated by the algorithm realized in SMV. Onset is
ined in the case that there is a transition from unvoiced
to voiced speech. For the division of stationary and non-

ary voiced, all ACB gains of the current frame are used.
e are bigger than threshold value, the frame is classified as
ary voiced. After the frame classification, the encoding
selected. The process is similar to that of SMV. Some
parameters that don’t need LP analysis and open-loop

nalysis are computed and used.

5. Evaluation results
section provides various evaluation results of the pro-
transcoding algorithm. In the evaluation, utterances of 60

ds-long spoken by both Korean male and female speaker
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Figure 6: Block diagram of simplified classification algorithm

are used. For each simulation, the performance of the pro-
posed transcoding algorithm is compared with that of the tan-
dem transcoding algorithm.

5.1. Computational Complexity

To evaluate the computational complexity of the proposed
transcoding algorithm, the weighted million operations per sec-
ond (WMOPS) is calculated and compared to that of the tandem
transcoding algorithm. Table 1 shows the WMOPS values of the
tandem and proposed transcoding algorithms. As shown in Ta-
ble 1, the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm
is about 20-35% lower than that of the tandem transcoding al-
gorithm.

5.2. Speech Quality

To measure the speech quality of transcoding algorithm, we
used the perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ)[7].
PESQ values of the tandem and proposed transcoding algorithm
are compared in Table 2. The results in Table 2 indicates that the
overall quality of the proposed transcoding algorithm is slightly
better than or equal to that of the tandem transcoding algorithm.

5.3. Delay

In the evaluation of the delay, we consider only algorithmic
and processing delays except the transmission delay. In the
transcoding from SMV to G.723.1, the look-ahead for LPC
analysis is not required and it decreases the algorithmic delay.
But the overall delay in the opposite direction, is not reduced
by the look-ahead. It is because the information of speech inter-
val corresponding to the look-ahead is used for other processes
such as rate selection in the SMV. In all directions, the process-
ing delay is reduced by omitting unnecessary processes.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel transcoding algorithm for
SMV and G.723.1 speech coders via direct parameter transfor-
mation. Evaluation results show that the proposed algorithm
can achieve equivalent speech quality to that obtained by tan-
dem transcoding with reduced computational complexity and
delay.
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